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This chapter takes the form of a spatial narrative, or ÔtourÕ (De Certeau 1984: 119), through RohmerÕs Paris. It also explores his cinematic mapping process. As a result, the chapter takes on some cartographic qualities of its own, inasmuch as it maps various themes and contexts onto Rohmer's delineations of space. The basic unit of measurement in this map-like analysis of Rohmer's Paris is the individual film. For most of the chapter, I discuss mapping as something that takes place within films, and demonstrate how RohmerÕs Paris films can be regarded as cinematic maps. Towards the end of the chapter, I layer RohmerÕs films onto each other, suggesting some ways in which they can together be regarded as constituents of a composite map of Paris Ð a map which Rohmer spent his entire film-making career drafting.
For a conventional map to come into being, a pen must first touch paper. So I begin with the cinematic equivalent of a point on a map: a single, static shot. 3 Rohmer's shots are typically filmed in wide or medium-wide angle, on a tripod, centred on actors, and with minimal camera movement. The actors occupy a point in space, which corresponds to a point on a city map. Through the actors' bodies, Rohmer's static shots indirectly mark this cartographic point. Of course, Rohmer's actors do not just stand still.
They also walk. Whenever they do so, which is often, they move in a line between two points. Rohmer often also filmed these movements using static, wide shots; it is not spaces that scroll across the frame when actors move, but the actors themselves who move across the frame. Alternatively, in particular when the camera is situated closer to moving actors, it discreetly pans to keep them in frame. What the camera generally does not do, however, is move through space itself. On the infrequent occasions when it does so (notably when characters are walking and talking, or when they are moving through crowded spaces, so necessitating handheld camerawork), it moves only to the extent that the actors move. I have so far found less than a dozen shots in Rohmer's entire oeuvre in which the camera moves independently of the movements of the figures in front of it. In other words, in Rohmer's films, the camera does not itself trace lines through the city Ð it is the actors who do so. Rohmer uses wide shots to introduce us to a location, and to how his characters inhabit it; he then delineates urban space by means of his actors' movements through it. 4 Rohmer once observed that in film, Ôyou have to show the relationship between a man and the space he inhabitsÉÕ (Andrew 1987: 26 [emphasis in original] Individual connections often lead to further connections. RohmerÕs narratives focus on (indeed, they are often essentially the sum of) these interpersonal connections. 10 So they take place in the cityÕs social nodal points Ð streets, parks, cafŽs, and restaurants Ð spaces where connections are made. RohmerÕs characters pursue each other through parks and streets. They sit in the two-way shop windows of cafŽs and restaurants, where they can see and be seen. There they meet up with friends, lovers, and paramours. They also make new connections Ð through friends, they meet future lovers. Sometimes they miss connections too, which (as in Rendez-Vous in Paris [1996] ) can become a source of comedy, or (as in A WinterÕs Tale [1992] ) a source of pathos. And sometimes, by chance, they cross paths with people they did not expect, and perhaps did not want, to meet.
Often they meet at crossed purposes, and miscommunication ensues. But everywhere Ð on streets, in cafŽs, even on trains Ð they search for meaningful interpersonal connections.
Though RohmerÕs characters enact his mapping impulse, they do not themselves make maps. They pursue their desire for connections by following extant maps.
Occasionally, however, a character takes more active control of urban space. One of the rare examples of cartographic self-consciousness in RohmerÕs films is the nameless student in The Girl at the Monceux Bakery (1963), played by RohmerÕs producer Barbet Schroeder. Early in the film, the student repeatedly passes a young woman; the more he passes her, the more he wants to meet her. But he cannot make a connection with her.
Every day, they pass by chance in the street and exchange glances and even, on one occasion, a few words, but these coincidental connections lead nowhere. So the student maps the route that she takes every day, and tries to engineer a meeting with her, as if by chance. But though the city is mappable, other peopleÕs lives are not. One day, she stops following the route that sheÕs previously taken every day. Three days, eight days pass, and still the student does not see her. So he tries a new spatial strategy. He maps the locations where heÕs previously passed her, and walks in a loop around them, hoping to intersect her path at some point. But this plan also fails Ðweeks pass, and still he fails to make a connection with her.
I use the term ÔconnectionÕ, which in an urban context obviously connotes public transport journeys, deliberately. By focusing in particular on connections, RohmerÕs films can in some ways be seen to encapsulate the characteristics of public transportation maps.
Both represent networks of movement. To be more precise, Rohmer made films that focus on people moving through the city, and that relate to the geographic spaces of the city in an analogous way in which transport maps relate to them. It is worth pursuing this particular connection further.
There are two distinct models for transport maps: geographic and topological.
Geographic maps transcribe the entirety of an area; they are spatially encyclopaedic.
Topological maps focus on the way in which specific elements within that area are Rohmer's films replicate the MŽtro mapÕs representational tension between geography and topology. On the one hand, as already discussed, they go to great lengths to remain geographically faithful. On the other hand, they also reflect the fact that from the perspective of the public transport user, to use Beck's words, ÔThe connections are the thing.Õ Whenever the narrative demands it, the filmsÕ representations of space diverge from geographic fidelity. For example, commutes between the suburbs and the city typically involve little social interaction and connection-making, so they are condensed. Paris (1984) Green Ray (1986) follows two weeks in the life of office worker Delphine, who wants to go somewhere on holiday, but has no idea precisely where. Over the course of her annual leave, she goes on three abortive holidays to three different destinations. Everywhere she goes, she takes her Parisian self with her; sitting on a beach, surrounded by crowds of sunbathers, she remains an uptight urbanite Ð aloof, lonely, unable to relax or connect with others. Unsatisfied with her holiday destinations, she returns each time to the familiarity of Paris, not realising that the problem is not the locations but her.
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The lines that RohmerÕs films trace are thus not only geographic but, to use Guy DebordÕs (1989: 139) evocative term, ÔpsychogeographicÕ. Spaces create emotional resonance. This resonance may be different at different times, and for different characters. In Rendez-Vous in Paris, for example, a young woman and her lover go to a hotel that she once stayed in with her husband. As they approach, an unwelcome connection takes place: the woman sees her husband leaving the hotel with another woman. The hotel thus adopts a complex psychogeographic presence within the scene. It exists in several different mental contexts Ð as a place the woman once visited for a romantic weekend with her husband, as a place which she visits for a secret tryst with her lover, as a place her husband also visits for a secret tryst, and as the site where she experiences the shock of discovering her husbandÕs infidelity; this in turn motivates her to end her own adulterous relationship, so the location also becomes the site of a breakup. One space, five psychogeographic resonances, revealed almost simultaneously.
RohmerÕs films also constitute a more personal map, presenting a journey not only through his various charactersÕ psychogeographies but also through his own. 4. Of course, the camera also makes a journey itself, as it has a continuous physical presence on location; however, most of this journey happens when it is being transported to the next location on the production schedule. (Guerand 1987: 49 8. As I discuss later, Rohmer also uses topographical continuity to represent the paths of his charactersÕ daily commutes.
9. Though the leisurely walks of Rohmer's characters act as a release from the capitalist movements of the commute and the stasis of office-work, it is impossible to remain in a city and escape entirely from capitalist activity. As has often been noted, one of capitalism's great strengths is its ability to co-opt almost all human activity. Rohmer's characters escape from their work slavery by shopping, and going to cafŽs and restaurants, where they spend the earnings gained through their labour, thereby continuing the circulation of capital. Early in Love in the Afternoon, for example, a character buys a check shirt out of sheer boredom, because he has nothing else to do in his lunch break. Looking at it later, at home, he wonders why he bought it.
10. In his classic study of urban anthropology, In the Metro, Marc AugŽ (2002: 7) observes that the French calls intersecting transport lines ÔcorrespondancesÕ, while
ÔItalians, more evocative and more precise, speaks of coincidencesÉÕ.
Connections can be defined as the co-incidence of two or more entities. They are also frequently coincidental. RohmerÕs films rely for their comic and dramatic effect on coincidental connections.
11. The only major transport map that remains entirely geographic is the New York subway, partially a result of the fact that subway stations tend to be named according to the streets and avenues under which they are situated, and so maintain a direct referential connection to the topography of the city.
12. Louise herself is an extreme personification of RohmerÕs centripetal tendency: she shares a house with her boyfriend in Marne le ValŽe, but spends most nights at her pied-ˆ-terre in the city centre. 
